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Abstract 
Jiang, S., An uncoupled numerical scheme for the equations of nonlinear one-dimensional thermoelasticity, 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 34 (1991) 135-144. 
We present a computationally uncoupled numerical scheme for the equations of nonlinear one-dimensional 
thermoelasticity by using the finite-element method for the spatial variables and an uncoupled difference scheme 
for the time variable. The existence and the uniqueness of approximate solutions are proved and the error 
estimate is established. 
Keywords: Nonlinear thermoelasticity, an uncoupled numerical scheme. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we shall study the numerical solution of the following initial boundary value 
problem 
with initial and boundary conditions 
U(0, x) = UO(X), u,(o, x) = u’(x), qo, x) = eO(x), x E [O, 11, (1.2) 
u,=8=0 at x=0,1, t20, (1.3) 
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where subscripts denote partial differentiations. The equations (1.1) typically arise in nonlinear 
one-dimensional thermoelasticity (cf. [12], see also [2] for the extended considerations), in this 
case u and 0 are the displacement and the temperature difference, respectively, a = a211//aU,2, 
b = - i3*\C//au,M, c = - a2$/M2 and I$ = #(u, + 1, 8 + T,) is the Helmholtz free energy, 7’,‘, > 0 
is the reference temperature, d( 0) = h/f( 0), h being a constant (here we have assumed that the 
heat flux is a linear function of S,), and f(8) is a C” function such that f(S) = 8 + T, for 
-~T,~~~sup,~Bo(x)~+~ToandO<f,~f(8)~f2<oo,f,,f2constants, --ooZ3<oc.Note 
that in the original thermoelastical equations d( 0) = A/( 8 + To) for all 0. Here, in order to avoid 
situations in which 8 + To may become zero (i.e., d(9) may become infinity), we introduce the 
transformation f( ZZ), which is identical to 8 + To for positive B” and small time interval by the 
local existence theorem, or for small initial data by the global exist_ence theorem (cf. [12]). 
For (l.l)-(1.3) with d( 0) replaced by a more general function d( &)/f( Z3), de Moura [5] and 
de Moura and Suaiden [6] proposed an uncoupled numerical scheme by introducing an artificial 
viscosity term and gave numerical experiments with their algorithm. Recently, the author 
presented a coupled numerical scheme for (l.l)-(1.3) and analyzed the bound of the error. In 
this paper, using the finite-element method for the spatial variable and an uncoupled difference 
scheme for the time variable, we present a new uncoupled numerical scheme for (l.l)-(1.3), 
which allows the mechanical and therm0 fields to be computed separately at each time step, thus 
yielding computational saving. The error estimate is established for our numerical scheme. 
Numerical experiments will be given elsewhere. 
We close this section by introducing some notations and assumptions. Denote (0, 1) by I. For 
0 < m < cc) we denote by H”(Z) (ZZ,“( I)) the usual Sobolev space on Z with the norm 1) . 1) Hm 
( II * llH-) (see [I]). For 1 <p < 00, Lp(Z) and 11. II Lp represent the usual LP-function space on Z 
and its norm; I( . )I and (., .) stand for the norm and the inner product in L*(Z), respectively. a: 
and a;, n 2 0, denote a”/W and P/ax”, respectively. 
Let T > 0 be an arbitrary but fixed constant. If X is a normed space, LP( X), 1 G p G co, and 
II- II Lpcx, denote the space Lp([O, T], X) and its norm. Throughout the discussion C or C’ will 
denote a general positive constant which may have the same or different values in different 
equations or inequalities. 
For (l.l)-(1.3) we assume 
VW 
a, 6, c, de C3, O<y,<a,IbI,c,d<y, < 00, 
zP,d E P(Z), e0EH6(z), 
where y. and yi are positive constants. We also assume that there exists a unique pair of 
solutions u and 6’ of (l.l)-(1.3) such that 
(H2) a;uum(H4-k(z)), o~k~4, apELm(H4-k(z)), o~k~2, 
a:e E L~(L*(z)). 
Slemrod [12] proved that under (Hl) and the other assumptions (l.l)-(1.3) possesses a unique 
global smooth solution for small initial data and a unique local solution for large initial data, 
which satisfy (H2). 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe our numerical scheme and state 
the main theorem. The proof of the theorem is given in Section 3. 
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2. An uncoupled numerical scheme and statement of the main theorem 
Let {V,} c W2*@(I) and {S,} c W2,m(1) n H,‘(I) (here, W2+‘(1) is the usual Sobolev space, 
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cf. [l]) be two families of finite-element spaces parameterized by h with the following properties: 
for u E H”( 1) and 0 E H”( 1) n H,‘(I), where vhu and ~,,8 are the Vh-interpolant of u and the 
S,-interpolant of 8, respectively (cf. [4]), and the following inverse inequalities: 
I@+ruh]) <Ch-‘Ild,kuhll, k=O, 1, II a$+ I I L4Ch-“2(la,kuq, k=O,l,2, 
(2.2) 
for any uh E V, or uh E S,. 
In fact the inverse inequalities are natural for finite-element spaces of piecewise polynomials 
defined over a regular family of triangulations such that the ratio of the diameter of the largest 
element in a triangulation to the diameter of the smallest element in the same triangulation is 
bounded above by a constant independent of the triangulation (cf. [4]). See [4] for the details of 
constructing the finite-element spaces V, and S, which satisfy (2.1) and (2.2). 
Now we divide [0, T] into N equal time steps by 7 = T/N and denote the discrete times in [0, 
T]byt”=n~, n=O,l,..., N. For any time-dependent function 2 we denote the values of 2 at 
t ” by Z” and define 
zn+1/2 = + zn+l+ Z”) 
( 
_ z”-l,2’ 
Z *n = $( zn+l+ Zn-i), 
SZ”= z 
n+1/2 zn+l _ zn-1 
= 
7 27 2 
n+l n+l 
6Z - 
n+1/2 _ Z - Z” 
_ 22” + zn-1 
7 ’ 
($2Z”= z 
2 3 
7 
E(~z”) = ;(3azn-l/2 _ ,jzn-3/2) = 3z”-4z~~1 + z”-2. 
(2-3) 
Thus the numerical scheme for (l.l)-(1.3) is to solve the following linear system of algebraic 
equations at each time step. 
Find Uj+’ ~V~,j=l,..., N-l,and@j+‘~S~, j=2 ,..., N-1,suchthat 
(PU’, ““) + (.Q&*j, “2) + (u&*‘, u”) + (@Ox*‘, u”) = 0, VUh E v,, (2.4) 
(CAW, Sh) + (b’E(GU,), Sh) + (djO,*/, s,h) + (dx’O,*j, Sh) = 0, Vsh (5 s,, (2.5) 
with starting values 
u” = 7ThU0, u’ = 7ThiY, o” = 7Tht?0, 0’ = rhe7, o2 = 7ThP, (2.6) 
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where 
a’= a UXJ, O’), ( b’= b(U,', OJ), cJ=c(q!, OJ), d'=d(O'), 
fi' = u" + TU' + iT'( a( u:, B”)uz, - b( uz, e”)f?:), 
bk=,O+ k~{d(~“)~,Y-bju:, e’)u:) . . _ 
(2.7) 
+X”, BO) 
L, k= 1, L, 
and 7rhuo, rh’hG’ and r,J?‘, r,,@, ~~8 are the V,,-interpolants of u”, ii’ and the S,-interpolants of 
go, t?, d2, respectively. 
Remark 2.1. In this paper the heat flux is assumed to be a linear function of 8,, i.e., d = d(8). 
The only reason is that in order to obtain the error estimate (main theorem below) we have to 
bound the term SUP,~ 1 C&d< O;(x)) 1 by a constant independent of h, 7 and j, cf. the estimate 
(3.9). In practical computation, one can still use this numerical scheme to compute u and 0 
approximately if d also depends on S,. 
The numerical scheme (2.4)-(2.6) is computationally uncoupled. First LIZ is obtained from 
(2.4) with j = 1. Then, for j = 2, 3, _ _ . , first @‘+I and then Uj+’ are computed from (2.5) and 
(2.4) respectively. In fact, we employ here an idea due to Chou and Wang [3] to approximate 
u,,( ti, x) by the backward extrapolation E( Suj), which still approximates u:’ within an error of 
order 0( TV), and uncouples the numerical scheme in comparison with the scheme given in [9]. 
This technique was also used by the author [lo] for the problems in nonlinear thermoviscoelastic- 
ity. 
In order to analyze bounds of the error we require that 
h = wr for some fixed (Y > 0. 
For (2.4)-(2.6) we have the following error estimate. 
(2-g) 
Main theorem. For sufficiently small h and 7 there exists a unique solution UJ E Vh,, j = 2,. . . , N, 
0’ E S,, j = 3,.. _, N, of (2.4)-(2.6) such that 
max ((I u(t’;) - U’(.) I[$ + IlO(t’, .) - @j(e) 11’) 
O<J<N 
+ max 
I~JGN-I 
I] ul( t’, .) - SU’( a) II2 < C( 74 + h4), 
where C > 0 is a constant independent of h and r 
3. The proof of the main theorem 
Before proving the main theorem we need some auxiliary results. Let the functions 
ii(t, -) E V,, &(t, -) E S, be defined by 
(d(6)(ox-&), S,h)+(d,(8)(8,-tj& Sh)+h-'(8-8", Sh)=o, 
Qs~ES,,, O<t<T, (3.1) 
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(a(u,, qu, - g, u,h) + (a,(u,, w, - Q u”) + (bb,, e>( 0, - el)? Ll”) 
+h-2(~-ii, d)=O, VIE V,, O<t<T. (3.2) 
The functions ii and e (called the nonlinear Hi-projections of u and 8 by Douglas Jr and 
DuPont [7] and DuPont [8], cf. also [13]) are in fact the finite-element approximate solutions of u 
and 6. Clearly, in view of (Hl), (H2) and the Sobolev inequality, the existence and uniqueness of 
ii and e” are assured by the Lax-Milgram lemma for h appropriately small. We set 
n=U-G, 5=0-K 
We now derive estimates for n, .$, ii,( t, 0) and ii,( t, l), which are useful in the proof of the main 
theorem below. 
Lemma 3.1. For sufficiently small h there is a constant C > 0 independent of h such that 
h”( prd,“t 11 L-CL2C,jj + Ild:a:q II L=CL2C,jj) d Ch4-k, 0 d k G 2, n = 0, 1, 
Iii,(t,O)I+Jii,(t, l)l,(Ch’ forany O,<t<T. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Proof. The proof of (3.3) is completely the same as that of [9, Theorem 3.11 and shall be omitted 
here. To show (3.4) we apply (3.3), (2.1), (2.2) and the Sobolev inequality to arrive at 
I w, 0) I = I &k 0) - 43 0) I G I fix03 0) - h4,k 0) I + lhu - u>,(t3 0) I 
G C(h-“2 II@ - wdx(d II + llbv - u>,(t) II HI) 
G C( h-“2( II x(t) II + II b - v),(t) II) + h2 II u II L-1~4c~jj) G a2 
for any t E [0, T]. Similarly, the estimate for the second term of the left-hand side of (3.4) can be 
obtained. This completes the proof. •I 
As a result of Lemma 3.1 we have the following bound on ii and 6, its proof can be found in 
[9] (i.e., [9, Corollary 3.21) 
sup (l~~l~l~xxl~l~t,I~l~l~ls:,l~le;l~le;,l) 
xEI.O<t<T 
+ sup ( II 4,x, II? II s;,, II? II Lx II> G (2. 
O<t<T 
(3.5) 
If (2.4) and (2.5) are to yield good approximations to u and 8, we shall have to make good 
initial choices to start the procedure. Indeed, for the initial values (2.6), analogous to [lo, (4.7)], 
one has (note the relation (2.8)) 
where 
II i”ll$, II i1 II& II if0 ll.$, II s’ II& II ii2 II&, II 61’2 II 2 d Ch4, (3.6) 
qj(x) = U’(x) - iqt’, x) E v,, i’(x) = G(x) - lqt’, x) ES,. 
The choice of starting values U”, U’, O”, 0’ and O2 according to (2.6) is merely a way to satisfy 
(3.6). Such a procedure for starting is not mandatory, of course. To achieve the estimate of the 
error given in the main theorem, we require only that the starting values satisfy (3.6). 
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We are now able to prove the main theorem. We first find a priori bounds for the differences 
jj and 5’ by induction; then apply Lemma 3.1 and the triangle inequality to obtain the desired 
result. We start with the following. 
. Forl<m<N-1, if 
11 &-,k+L’2 112+II~k+111~,+IIIk+1112~h3, k=O,l,...,m-1, (3-7) 
holds, then for sufficiently small h and r, (2.4)-(2.6) possesses a unique solution Urn+’ E V,, 
0 m+l E s,. 
Note that in view of (3.6), (3.7) is valid for m = 1 if h is sufficiently small. 
Proof. Under the hypothesis (3.7) one has the following estimates which can be obtained by 
arguments similar to those used for [9, (4.9) and (4.10)] 
II u,k II L~,II~~IIL~,II~klI~-,lI~~II~~~~ fork=l,...,m, 
sup( la~l,lb,kl,ld,k I) <B for k=l,..., m, 
XSI 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
where A in (3.8) and B in (3.9) are positive constants independent of h, T and m. Set j = m in 
(2.4), (2.5), and rewrite (2.5) and (2.4) as 
r-i(~“‘O~+~, sh) + (d’W;+‘, sx”) + (dx”O;+l, s”) = G(sh), Vsh E S,, (3.10) 
7-2(Um+1, u”) + $( a”U’m+‘, u,h) + i( arUxm+l, v”) = F( uh), vvh E v,, (3.11) 
where G(sh) and F(uh) depend on O”, em-l, U”, Urn-‘, Ume2 and O”‘+‘, O”, em-‘, U” and 
Urn-‘, respectively. By virtue of (3.8) and (3.9), G(sh) and F( uh) are bounded linear functionals 
on V, and S,, respectively, where V, and S, are equipped with the H’norm. If we set sh = em+’ 
in (3.10), apply the Schwarz inequality, (3.8) and (3.9), we see that for sufficiently small r the 
left-hand side of (3.10) is not less than C II Omfl lj$, thus the Lax-Milgram lemma assures the 
existence and uniqueness of 0”’ ‘. The existence and uniqueness of Urn+++ may be showed in the 
similar manner. 0 
. In the sequel we prove that if (3.7) hola?, then for sufficiently small h and T there is a constant 
C > 0 independent of h, r and m such that 
I( Sijm+1’2 II2 + II ?jrn+l &t) + 11 gm+* II2 < C( 74 + h4). (3.12) 
Proof. First, we integrate (3.2) and (3.1) by parts with respect to x for t = tit’, tj-l, and add 
corresponding sides to obtain 
-(u:j, u”) - ((a(u,, e)&)*j, 4) - ((a,(u,, B)ii,)*j, u”) 
-((b(u,, S)&)*j, u”) + h-2(q*‘, u”) =0, 
(3.13) 
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and 
-((c(u,, tqe,)*‘, s”) - ((bb,, e)Urr)*j, s”) - ((wP!J*‘. 4) 
-((dJe)e;)*j, Sh) + K2(5*‘, S”) = 0. 
(3.14) 
We add (3.13) to (2.4) and (3.14) to (2.5). If we set uh = r&j’ and sh = ri*j, sum over j and 
integrate by parts with respect to x, keeping in mind that $*; vanishes on the boundary, we 
deduce (note that T( a2Tj, S$) = i( )] c??‘+“~ ]I2 - I] 6i’-1’2 ]j2)> 
; ,gt ( )] 8jj+1’2 )I2 - ]( 877j-3’2 I]‘) 
+ T F ((a’*:‘, SSji) + (fz:_rl;/, 8Tj) + (bj&, &jj) + F2( q*‘, 67)‘) 
j=l 
+ (I/, sijj) + I{(l) - Ii(O)} = 0, 
(3.15) 
where 
where 
(3.16) 
+ (d_-$;j, ,*j) + h-2(<*j, g*j) + (I{, [*j)} = 0, (3.17) 
I{=c’&P- (C(U,, e)e,)*’ + b’E( 86:) - (b( u,, +,,)*j- d’cx’+ (d(e)87,,)*‘. 
(3.18) 
We have to analyze (3.15) and (3.17), respectively. With the help of Lemma 3.1, (3.6), (3.8) and 
(3.9), we have by arguments similar to those used for [9, (4.15), (4.17)-(4.21)] that 
i f ( ]I s+i+r/2 ]]2 _ I] 6+-r/2 112) 
j=l 
+ T 2 ((&j:“, 677;) + (a$,*’ + h-2q*i + I/, STj)) 
j=l 
-C’{i4+h4+$ ( ))6T/-1’2~~2+ ~~~‘l~~~+l~~‘l~‘)}. 
j=l 
(3.19) 
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By the Schwarz inequality and (3.6), 
In view of (3.6), 
+ c h4 + 7 11 ST/m+1’2 112 + 7 f 11 gy1’2 II2 
i I . (3.20) j=l 
II i-r+’ l12=,fp~+1112-l15~l12)+lli10112 
7 5 ( 11 II2 + + 11 6T-jj+1’2 II’) + h4 
J=f, 
< h4 7 F ( 11 Tjj )I2 + 1) sYp’2 11’) 1) ijm+l + ))8Tjm+1’2 II  
i 
. 
j=l 
To estimate in (3.15) we utilize to obtain 
= @j(l) for all <j < N) s 0, 1, 
7 2 1 I{(s) I((uj - a(0,0))ipf3_rl’)(s) 1 
/=I j=l 
< cr c ( h-1’2 /I 7); 11 + h2) h3’2 I( ST+ I( 
h4 + 2 ( [IT-/j II;, + 11 s7/-“2 112) +7 11 &-/m+1/2 112  . (3.22) 
j=l 
Inserting (3.19)-(3.22) into (3.15), we have 
(: - 0) II 877m+1’2 II + ($y, - 0) II Yjm+l II&l 
GC T~+Iz~+TE ~~iST-j-1~2~~2+~~ ( ~~5j~ ~~, II j ~2) i j=l j=l + J$TEl~g;jlj2. J=2 
(3.23) 
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We turn to the treatment of (3.17). It follows from the mean value theorem, (3.5) and Lemma 3.1 
that 
[[h’E(&) - (b(%, %l,)*ijl 
< C())b’- b(i$ 8’ )I1 f/lb@:, 8’) -b(u:, @‘)/I +//E(W)11 
+/E(Su:) -u:,jl +Il(b(u,, %,)‘- (bk, @u,,jLi/~) 
6 c( T2 + h2 + 1117’ 11 H’ + 115’ II). 
Utilizing the above results, the following inequality, completely analogous to [lo, (4.25), (4.26) 
and (4.28)J (cf. also the proof of [9, (4.26)], may be derived: 
7 $ ((C’s@, g*J) + (dQ’, &?j) + (d&i+h-%$*‘+z/, 5*‘)} 
j=2 
Observing that 
7 c l(b’E(&j;), ,-*j) 1 
J=2 
< c 7 f ( 11 ~~~-1’2 * 
I 
II +115’11*) +Tllim+l II2 + $2 II‘Q’l12, 
1 
(3.25) 
j=l j=2 
which follows from integration by parts and the Schwarz inequality, one finds by substituting 
(3.24) and (3.25) into (3.17) that 
(&) - 0) I] jm+l ]I2 + $7 2 (( 4;’ (I2 
j=2 
<c 
i 
T4+h4+$ ()1817j-1'2)12+l)17j((~l +{gq*) . (3.26) 
j=l i 
Adding (3.26) to (3.23) and letting 7 be sufficiently small, (3.12) follows immediately from the 
discrete Gronwall inequality [ll]. •I 
We have shown that (3.7) implies (3.12) if 7 and h are sufficiently small. The inequality (3.12), 
however, in turn shows that for sufficiently small h and 7, (3.7) with m replaced by m + 1 still 
holds. Hence by induction we can conclude (3.12) for m = 0, 1,. . . , N - 2. So we have proved the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. For sufficiently small h and T there is a unique solution of (2.4)-(2.6) satisbing 
l~,$xN ( II rl’ 11% + II g’ II21 + I ,?y;_I II 671’ II2 G C( 74 + h4) 7 . . -.. 
where C is a positive constant independent of h and T. 
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Since u(tj, x) - Ui(x) = q( tJ, x) -7$(x) and f3( ti, x) - O’(x) = ((tj, x) - i’(x), the main 
theorem immediately follows from Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and the triangle inequality. Thus we 
complete the proof of the main theorem. 0 
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